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1. Introduction. Invariant means on spaces of functions have been

studied by von Neumann [ 7], Banach [ 2], Day [ 4], [5] and others. Day's

Amenable semigroups [5] presents a comprehensive summary of the earlier

work and many new results. Let 2 be an abstract group or semigroup

and ret (2) the Banach space of all bounded real-valued functions on 2 with

the supremum norm. A mean on rei(2) is a positive linear functional of

norm one. Left and right translation operators, respectively denoted by

¿„ and r„, are defined as: (¿„x)ia') = xiaa') and (r„x)(<r') = xia'a) for x

E m(2) and a, a' E 2. Let, as usual, S/iX) denote the algebra of bounded

linear operators on a Banach space X into itself. Clearly /„ and r, E Jz^(rei(2)).

A mean p is called (left) [right] invariant if il* p = p) [r* p = p] for all

a in 2. Day calls 2 (left) [right] amenable if there exists a (left) [right]

invariant mean on rei(2). Various results on amenability of groups and

semigroups are listed in §4 of Day [5].

In the work mentioned above 2 is an abstract group or semigroup. As

such it can be considered as a discrete topological space and then rei(2)

= C(2), the space of all bounded continuous real-valued functions. In the

case of a group, we may consider 2 as a measure space with discrete Haar

measure and then rei(2) = MP(2), the space of all bounded measurable

functions. However, if the topology of 2 is not discrete then MP(2) and

C(2) are different from rei(2). The purpose of this paper is to study this

situation. Henceforth 2 will stand for a locally compact topological group,

unless otherwise explicitly stated. From the theory of measure, it is well

know that 2 can be equipped with a left or right invariant Haar measure.

It may be noted that neither the concept of measurability nor the concept

of a set of measure zero are dependent on the particular measure introduced.

We shall now list the various spaces that will enter our discussion and

give some definitions and preliminary results.
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m(2): The space of all bounded real-valued functions x on 2 with ||x||

= sup„es|x((r)|.

C(2): The subspace of m (2) consisting of continuous functions.

/i(2): The space of all real-valued functions 8 on 2 with

IMI = ZI«WI <+-•

MP(2): The space of all real-valued measurable, essentially bounded

(with respect to Haar measure) functions x on 2 with

||x|| = esssup|x(a)|.
„ez

Two functions differing only on a set of measure zero are considered as

the same.

Li(2): The space of all real-valued A-summable(3) functions 8 on 2 with

ll'H = Sz\0W\dh(a).
All these spaces are Banach spaces. Besides these, we consider certain

subspaces of C(2) and MP(2). They will be defined in the proper context.

Let X stand for a subspace of either rei(2) or A/P(2), containing the con-

stant functions. It is well known that m(2) = lx(2)* and MB(2) = Lj(2)*.

On subspaces X we sometimes use the u;*-topology (weak topology in the

sense of Bourbaki [3]).

Definition 1. A mean u on X is an element of X* such that: (a) if e is

the constantly one function on 2 then u(e) = 1; and (b) if x(a) ^ 0 for every

<rG2 then u(x) ^ 0.

(A) Each mean u has the property: (c) ||m|| = 1.

(B) If u E X* satisfies any two of the three conditions (a), (b) and (c)

it satisfies the third and so is a mean.

(C) The set of means on X is nonempty, convex and o>*-compact.

These three statements are proved in the same way as (A), (B) and (C)

on p. 573 in [5].

Definition 2. (i) 8 E ¿i(2) is called a countable mean if 8(a) ^ 0 for all

o and ^2„ez6(o) = 1; it is called a finite mean if, in addition, the set

¡<r| 8(o) > 0| is finite, (ii) 8E P(2) is called a compact mean if 8 §: 0 for

almost all o and the set {<r| 8(a) > Oj is compact up to a set of measure

zero and ||0|| = 1.

Note. If 2 is discrete then a compact mean becomes a finite mean.

Let Q and q be respectively the imbeddings of Li(2) and ^(2) into

MP(2)* and rei(2)*; let J and j be the injection maps of X into MP(2)

or rei(2). It is easy to see that J* and j* respectively carry the set of means

(3) h stands for a Haar measure. Li(2) is independent of the choice of the measure but

the norm is not.
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on MB and M onto the set of means on X.

(Di) If* is the set of finite means then ç* is u;*-dense in the set of means

on m (2).

(D2) If * is the set of compact means then Q* is i¿>*-dense in the set of

means on A7P(2).

(D3) If X C m(2) then j*q$ is w*-dense in the set of means on X.

(D4) If Xç A/P(2) then J*Q* is w*-dense in the set of means on X.

These four propositions are easy consequences of the general theory of

Banach spaces.

We have already defined the left and right translation operators /„ and

r„. A subspace X is called left invariant if with each element x, it contains

the set {Z„x| a E 2 ¡. Right invariance is defined analogously and X is called

invariant if it is both. The operators r, and /„ are meaningful on any invariant

X and we use the same symbols whether they are considered to be in

Sf(m(t)) or i/(MP(2)) or, more generally, in i/(X). It is easy to verify

that the correspondence of o with r„ is a homomorphism of 2 into Jsf(X),

and that of o with /„ is an anti-homomorphism. Also ||/„|| =||r„|| = 1.

These maps are generally not isomorphic but we shall show, in the next

section, that under certain conditions they are not only isomorphisms

but also homeomorphisms of 2 into ¿f(X) in the weak operator topology.

Definition 3. u E X* is called (right) [left] invariant if (p(r„x) = p(x))

[p(l,x) = u(x)] for all xG X and o E 2.

Definition 4. A (right) [left] invariant X is called (right) [left] amen-

able if there exists a (right) [left] invariant mean on it.

As was mentioned earlier, most of the work on invariant means has been

in the case of a discrete 2 and the space m(2) associated with it(4). This

space enjoys a very nice property called introversion (Day's terminology)

and almost all known results make use of it. It will be seen from the dis-

cussion in the next section that introversion is not a property easy to come

by. For example, the space of bounded continuous functions on the real

line is not introverted. §2 is devoted to a discussion of introversion and some

of its consequences. We show that there exist unique maximal left, right

and (two-sided) introverted subspaces in any closed invariant X. §3 con-

tains some results on amenability.

2. Introversion. Let X be an invariant subspace and x G X and £ G X*.

Define (£¡x) (o) = £(/„x) and (£rx)(<r) = £(r„x) for all o in 2. It is obvious

that £/X and £rx G m(2) no matter what X is.

(4) Rosen [8] considers topological semigroups and the space C(2). But very soon he

imposes on them the condition WCR (weakly continuously representable) which, in the present

terminology, means that C(2) is introverted.
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Definition 5. Say that a (left) [right] invariant X is (left) [right]

introverted if for every x in X and £ in X*, (&x) [£rx] are in X(5).

The following is a list of introverted spaces:

rei(2) is always introverted.

C(2) is introverted if 2 is a compact group.

W(2) is introverted [6], where it is the subspace of C(2) consisting of

all weakly almost periodic functions.

Uiil) is left-introverted and f7r(2) is right-introverted, where U¡ and

Ur are respectively the spaces of left and right uniformly continuous

functions on 2.

We note that if 2 is compact or discrete then C(2) is introverted; and W

which is a subspace of C is introverted. This suggests that even if the

space under consideration is not introverted, it may have (left) [ right]

introverted subspaces and perhaps maximal ones among them. We show

that this is the case and also give a characterization for the one-sided

maximal introverted subspaces. First we state two lemmas whose proofs

are completely straightforward.

Lemma 1. If X is (/-) [r-] invariant then so is X, the norm closure.

Lemma 2. //X is il-) [r-] introverted then so is X.

From these two lemmas and the use of Zorn's Lemma it can be shown

that any closed (/-) [r-] invariant X containing the constant functions

has a maximal (/-) [r-] introverted subspace. However, we proceed in

the following way to give a characterization of the one-sided maximal

subspaces.

For a closed left invariant X, define P¡= jx| xEX and £¡xEX for all

¡¡EX*\, and similarly for a closed right invariant X define Br = jx| xEX

andtrXEX for all £EX*}.

Theorem 1. (a) // X is closed and left invariant then B¡ is the unique

maximal left introverted subspace of X.

(b) If X is closed and right invariant then BT is the unique maximal right

introverted subspace of X.

The proof is divided into several lemmas.

Lemma 3. B¡ is a closed linear left invariant subspace of X.

Proof. Linearity is obvious. If jx„[ EB¡ and |jx„ — x|| —>0 then for any

£EX*,    ||fiX„-{ix|| ^Hfll ||xB-*||—0.   By   hypothesis   S,xBE X for

( ) X is a subspace of m(2) or MB(Ï). Every element of X* can be considered as the

restriction to X of a suitable element of m(2)* or MB(Z)*. For convenience we will often

do the following: when we have to consider an arbitrary element of X* we will instead consider

an arbitrary element of m(2)* or AfS(2)*, which amounts to the same thing as long as we

evaluate it at elements of X only.
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all n and X is closed and so £(x G X which means x E B¡. Hence P¡ is closed.

Finally, if x G P/ and o E 2 then for any £ G X*, f,(Z.x) = /„(£,x). So i.x G P

which means B¡ is left invariant.

Lemma 4. If xE B¡ and £,vE X* then there exists a f £ X* sucA íAaí f,x

-«(fes).

Proof. For any x in P¡ define f (x) = jj(&x). If Xi, x2£ P, and a and A are

real numbers then

f'(axi 4- ¿>x2) = viiiiaxx + bx2))

= ij(ai,Xi 4- A£;X2) = aij(£,xi) -f M&x2) = af'(*i) 4- bt'(x2)

and also

|| Ml =    sup    |f(x)| = suphfex)!
Misi;»e* Ml si

* supihH UiocMIMI-11*11»
II41 si

which proves f ' is a bounded linear functional on P;. Let f be any extension

of f to all of X. Now if x£P,, then for any a G 2, (f,x)(«r) = f(/„x)

= ftf,x) = i,[fc(W] = i,[/,(f/x)]=[iW(f/x)](«r), that is, ftx = »,,(&*), which
is the required result.

Lemma 5. P, is the unique maximal left introverted subspace of X.

Proof. Let x G B¡ and £ G X*. By definition of P,, y = £,x G X. To prove

that P/ is left introverted we need to show that y E B¡. For this purpose,

if x) is any element of X*, then by Lemma 4 there exists a f £ X* so that

w:y = ftx. But ftx G X and hence so does ij;y which means y = &x G P/.

Now let, if possible, AT be a left introverted subspace such that B¡C¿. N

Ç X. Then there exists an x G N but £ Bt. This means that there exists

a | G X* such that £,x £ X. Since NQX, it follows that &x £ AT which

makes it impossible for N to be introverted, against our assumption. Hence

B¡ is maximal. Also the above argument shows that any x £ B¡ cannot be

in any introverted subspace of X. This implies P/ is the only maximal

introverted subspace of X. This completes the proof of Lemma 5 and

Part (a) of Theorem 1. Proof of (b) is similar.

The characterization for the maximal left introverted subspace given

above is entirely in terms of X and X* and as such it does not tell us

what the subspace is. For example, if X = C(2), then we know that W

Ç Ui'Q Bi. A legitimate question to ask would be if B¡ = Up. In the follow-

ing theorem we give a partial answer to this question. In particular, we

show that the maximal introverted subspace of the space of bounded con-

tinuous functions on the real line is the space of uniformly continuous

functions.
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Theorem 2. // 2 is a group complete in an invariant metric and B¡ denotes

the maximal left introverted subspace of C(2) ¿Aera P¡ = U¡, the subspace

consisting of left uniformly continous functions on 2.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove B¡ Ç U¡. We shall do so by showing that

if x (£ U¡ then x G B¡. We start by introducing some notation. Let d denote

the metric. For a G 2 and t > 0, the set S = S_(a;t) = jr| d(a, t) < t] is

called the ball of radius t and center a. The set S = {r|ci(<r, t) St) is called

the closed ball and S0 = S — {a j is called the punctured ball.

If x£{E Ui then there exist sequences \an\ and \rn\ such that (i) d(on,Tn)

—»0, (ii) x(on)—»A and (iii) x(r„)—>A' ^ A. We can suppose A = 1 and

A' = 0. Let yn = rCnx and «„ = r»»»1 and let ¿ denote the identity of 2.

yn(i)—>1 and y„(tn) —>0. Now we must have either

(ax) for each p E S0(i; 1) there exists an integer N = Nf such that yn(p)

^ 1/2 for all re ̂  iV; or

(bi) there exists a subsequence \yn¡\ of jy„} and a PiES0(i;l) such

that yni(Pl) -» Pl S 1/2.

If (aO, let En= \P\ yn(P) 2: 1/2, PGS0(i;l)] and P„ = fU„P*. Since
any p in S0 will be in P„ for all sufficiently large re, we have U „ P„ = S0(i; 1).

If P is any closed ball in S0 then U „ (F„ H P) = P. PTd P is closed for

each re and P is complete metric and so is of second category in itself.

Hence for some N', Pjv Pl P contains a ball K' = S(a;c;). Since «„—>i, we

can choose N" so that e„ G S(t; c/) for re ̂  AT". Thus for re ̂  iV = max(N',N")

we have a(„G S(a;<7)   and  hence  yn(aen) ^ 1/2   that  is (/ay„)(e„) ^ 1/2.

Now choose a sequence j/8m} C2 such_that limm/3m= i and 0 <d(ßm,i)

= tm < 1. Let Sm = iS(j8m; tm/2). By taking Sm for P in the previous argument

we get a sequence j am \ such that: (iv) am —> í and (v) to each m corresponds

an integer Nm such that (Lmyn) U J ^ 1/2 for all re ^ iVm. Recall that yn(en)

= x(rn)—>0. From the net (sequence) {t„\ we can pick a subnet ¡t„) such

that this subnet converges to a point £ of the Cech compactification(6) of

2. By definition £G C(2) *. Now for the function &jc we have:

(f/*K¿) = £&*) = í(Jc) = limx(Tä) = limx(r„) = 0;
ä n

and

({/*)(« J = {(*.„*) = lim(/„mx)(Tn) = \im(lamr„nx)(Tnonl)
n n

= \im(lyn)(in)^l/2

( ) Here we identify the elements r of 2 with the corresponding unit point masses (which

lie in C(2)*); the weak* closure of the set of all such point masses (in the weak* topology)

can of course be identified with the Cech compactification of S.
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for all m. This is in virtue of (v) above. Since am—>i, £¿x is not continuous

at ¿ and so É C(Z) and hence x (£ P¡.

Next let us consider the case (b^. In this case there exists a subsequence

|yn¿( of [yn\ and a pxE S0ii; 1) such that yn¡(pi) —>Pi ̂  1/2. Consider the

punctured ball ¿>o2) = S0(¿;d(¿,pi)/2) and again either: (a2) for each p

E Syf corresponds an integer N{2) such that yn¡ip) ^1/2 for all re ̂  Nf;

or (b2) there exists a subsequence {yn¿. j of {y„,} and a p2 E So2) such that

yn¡(p2) —>T>2 é 1/2. If (a2) we proceed just as in (ai). If (b2) we consider

the punctured ball S03) = S0(¿;d(¿,p2)/2) and cases (a3) and (b3); and so

on. This process will either stop at a case (a) or it will always be case (b)

and we will have (vi) a sequence {pmj such that pm—> i; (vii) a sequence of

sequences \y\ where each one is a subsequence of the preceding one. By

Cantor's diagonalisation process we get a sequence jys¡ with the properties:

(viii) ysii) = xios)—> I; and (ix) ys(pj = xiPm<r„) ->pm ^ 1/2 for each m.

From the net j<rsj extract a subnet ¡<xäj converging to a point n of the

Cech compactification of 2. By definition 7jEC(2)*. For the function

7);xwehave: (tj,x)(¿) = nix) = limjxta) = limsx((rs) = 1 ; and (??,x)(pm)

= v(Kmx) = ]im,il,mx)ia.) = limsx(pm<rs) =pm.z% 1/2 for all m. This is by

virtue of (ix) above. Since pm —* i, rnx is not continuous at ¿ and so (£ C(2)

and hence x (£ B¡. Thus in any case if x E U¡ then x (£ B¡ and the proof

is complete.

The remainder of this section is devoted to some of the properties and

consequences of introversion. If/: 2 —» 2' is a homomorphism then it induces

a linear isometry P from rei(2') into rei(2) defined by (Px')(<r) =x'ifa).

F*, the conjugate operator, has norm one. See Day [5]. Since our interest

is not in m but in spaces like C and MB we specialize on P and get

Theorem 3. // X' is a closed linear introverted subspace of C(2') [ MP(2')]

and f is a continuous [measurable] homomorphism of 2 ¿reto 2' ¿Aere P(X') is

a closed linear introverted subspace of C(2) [MP(2)].

Proof. For simplicity let X = P(X'). It is easy to see that X is closed

and linear. To show that X is introverted, we have to prove that for any

xEX and $ E C(2)* [MP(2)*], fcx and &cEX. Since i£X = F(X'),
there exists an x' E X' such that x = Fx'. For any a and oy E 2, (¿„x)(<ri)

= (Px')(<r<ri) = x'ifiaoy)) = *'(a'irO = (P/x')Uí) = (P¿^x')(<n), which means

/,Px' = P/^x'. Hence for every a in 2, fex)(<r) = $(/.*) = i(//"x') = S(Fl,x')

= (F*f) (/„-x') = (£,'*')(V) = (Ff/xOW. That is, i,x = P^'x'. Since X' is

introverted, £/x' E X'  and   hence  ¿¡x E X.   Similarly   we   show  £,x E X.

The above theorem (roughly) says that introversion is preserved under

homomorphism. A similar theorem can be proved for the operator n (see

Day [5]) which is a special case of P.
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One of the most important consequences of introversion is that if X is

introverted then a multiplication can be defined on X* to make it a Banach

algebra. This follows the method given by Arens [ 1 ] and modified by

Day [5] and used by Rosen [8]. It is in three steps: For each x£X and

a £ 2 let x © a = l,x; for x £ X and v £ X*, let (tj 0 x) (a) = j;(x O a) = rj(l„x)

= (mx)(o), that is tjOx = vix; for £, vEX* define (|0i|) = (x)£(n O x)

for all x £ X. Note that x O <r belongs to X because X is invariant, and

r) © x is in X because X is introverted. It is easy to check that £ O v belongs

to X*. We omit the proof that X* is a Banach algebra under O because it

is the same as that of Lemma 6.1 of Day [5]. However, notice that in the

above definition only left introversion is used. We could, obviously, define

a similar multiplication with the first step x () a = r„x and follow it up by

n 0 x = vrx and (£ <> r¡)(x) = í¡(yrx). Clearly 0 is as good as O. Rosen [8]

remarks that, in general, these two do not coincide. In the following theorem

we present a necessary and sufficient condition for the two multiplications

to agree on B*, where B is the maximal introverted subspace of C(2).

Theorem 4. o and 0 coincide on B* if and only if 2 is abelian.

Proof. If 2 is abelian l„x and r„x are the same and the definitions coincide

all the way through. On the other hand, let £ o r¡ = £ 0 r¡ for all £, j; £ B*.

Let ax and «r2 be two (distinct) points of 2 and define the functionals £, r¡

as the evaluations at <ri and o2 respectively, that is for any x£ C(2), £(x)

= x(ox) and tj(x) = x((72). Now we must have for any x£P, (£Oi))(x)

= (£ <) v)ix), that is, £(j);x) = £0/rx) which means (i?ix)(<ri) = (i;rx)(<ri).

This last equality can be written as yil„xx) = nirnx), that is, (lnx)(o2)

= (fcXx)(a2) which means x(<ti<t2) = x(<r2«ri). As we know P 3 W and W con-

tains C0, the subspace of C(2) consisting of all continous functions vanish-

ing at the Alexandrov point. For any Hausdorff topological group, C0

separates points and hence it follows from the last equation that axa2

= o2ax. This being true for any pair of points, 2 is abelian. (Note: Obviously

we could prove the theorem for any introverted X provided it has enough

functions to separate points.)

We conclude this section with a result which throws more light on a

remark made in the previous one. Let, as in the above theorem, P denote

the maximal introverted subspace of C(2) where 2 is a Hausdorff locally

compact topological group. Consider the map P: 2—>i^(P) defined by

P-io) = r,- We know that P is an algebraic homomorphism. Now we prove

Theorem 5. P is an isomorphism of the topological group 2 into the multi-

plicative (topological) semigroup ¿f(B) equipped with the weak operator

topology.

Proof. Recall that B separates points. So, given o ?¿ a', there exists an

x£P   such   that   x(a) ^ x(a'),  that   is,   (r,x)(i) ^ (r„x)(i) where i is the
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identity of 2. Hence r„ ?¿ r„< and the map R is univalent. Let P(2) denote

the image of 2 in S¿\B), under the map P. That is

P(2) = )r„|  aE2,r„Ei^(P)|.

Topologise P(2) by relativising the weak operator topology of JsfiB). To

complete the proof we have to show that 2 and P(2) are homeomorphic. B

introverted implies R is continuous. We will show P open. For this pur-

pose, let U be an open set of 2 and a' E U. Choose any neighborhood V

of the identity i such that W C U. Since the group is locally compact we

can select a neighborhood W of ¿ such that W is compact and W2 E V.

Let S be the complement of Wo'. S is closed and a' (£ S. By the complete

regularity of 2, there exists an xE C(2) such that xja') = 1 and x(S) = 0

and 0 z% x zi 1. Obviously, x vanishes outside Wo', a compact set, and

hence xE 0,(2) C P. Define £ as {(y) = y(i') for all y E C(2). Now con-

sider the following neighborhood of r/.

N„, = Nir,,;x;i.;\l2)

= kJU<r,x) - f(fvx)| = \{r.x)(i) - (r,x)(i)| < 1/2}

= \r,\\xio) - xW)\ = l-x(a) <l/2(.

Since x is zero outside Wo' it follows that N„. E RiWo') E RiU). This

proves that P is open and the proof is complete.

3. Amenability. We start with two lemmas dealing with products of means

in the O multiplication. The means considered here are over an introverted

X and so the O multiplication is defined on X*.

Lemma 6. //p and v are means then pQv is a mean.

Proof. Direct from definition.

Lemma 7. p o v is left invariant if p is left invariant and is right invariant

if v is right invariant.

Proof. For any a E 2, x E X and v E X* we have v Q /„x = i>iilax) = lciv¡x)

= hi" O x). Hence if p is left invariant then

ipQv)il.x) = pivOl,x) =(i(!,(»0l)) = pivQx) = ipOv)ix),

which proves that p O v is left invariant.

On the other hand if v is right invariant, then for any a' E 2, (nO r„x) (<r')

= vila'r0x) = vir„l,.x) = vilyx) = ivQx) W), that is, vQr,x = vQx and

(p,Ov)ir„x) = pivOr„x) = pivQx) = ipOv)ix), which proves that pQv is

right invariant. From these two lemmas we get

Theorem 6. // are introverted X is both right and left amenable then it is

amenable.
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Proof. If X and p are respectively left and right invariant means on X

then XOp is a two-sided invariant mean.

Several results similar to those in Day [5] are valid for an introverted X.

Thus for example Theorem 1 and Corollaries 4, 5, and 6 of §6 in [5] are

valid if m(2) is replaced by any introverted X. Theorem 6 above is similar

to Proposition (A) of §4 of the same paper. Proposition (B) can be proved

in the present context also. Analogous to (H) and (I), it can be shown that

if 2 is abelian or compact then both C(2) and MP(2) are amenable.
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